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storage systems, such as cache or paging systems, it is possible to develop an orderly strategy for the design of
large-scale automated hierarchical storage systems.

Properties of the technologies in the memory hierarchy[ edit ] Adding complexity slows down the memory
hierarchy. Neither of them is uniform, but is specific to a particular component of the memory hierarchy. The
number of levels in the memory hierarchy and the performance at each level has increased over time. The type
of memory or storage components also change historically [6]. For example, the memory hierarchy of an Intel
Haswell Mobile [7] processor circa is: Processor registers â€” the fastest possible access usually 1 CPU cycle.
The formal distinction between online, nearline, and offline storage is: Nearline storage is not immediately
available, but can be made online quickly without human intervention. Offline storage is not immediately
available, and requires some human intervention to bring online. For example, always-on spinning disks are
online, while spinning disks that spin-down, such as massive array of idle disk MAID , are nearline.
Removable media such as tape cartridges that can be automatically loaded, as in a tape library , are nearline,
while cartridges that must be manually loaded are offline. Most modern CPUs are so fast that for most
program workloads, the bottleneck is the locality of reference of memory accesses and the efficiency of the
caching and memory transfer between different levels of the hierarchy[ citation needed ]. The resulting load on
memory use is known as pressure respectively register pressure, cache pressure, and main memory pressure.
Terms for data being missing from a higher level and needing to be fetched from a lower level are,
respectively: Modern programming languages mainly assume two levels of memory, main memory and disk
storage, though in assembly language and inline assemblers in languages such as C , registers can be directly
accessed. Taking optimal advantage of the memory hierarchy requires the cooperation of programmers,
hardware, and compilers as well as underlying support from the operating system: Hardware is responsible for
moving data between memory and caches. Optimizing compilers are responsible for generating code that,
when executed, will cause the hardware to use caches and registers efficiently. Many programmers assume
one level of memory. This works fine until the application hits a performance wall. Then the memory
hierarchy will be assessed during code refactoring.
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This section does not cite any sources. Please help improve this section by adding citations to reliable sources.
Unsourced material may be challenged and removed. Files could have multiple forks normally a data and a
resource fork , which allowed the main data of the file to be stored separately from resources such as icons that
might need to be localized. Files were referenced with unique file IDs rather than file names, and file names
could be characters long although the Finder only supported a maximum of 31 characters. However, MFS had
been optimized to be used on very small and slow media, namely floppy disks , so HFS was introduced to
overcome some of the performance problems that arrived with the introduction of larger media, notably hard
drives. The main concern was the time needed to display the contents of a folder. Under MFS all of the file
and directory listing information was stored in a single file, which the system had to search to build a list of
the files stored in a particular folder. This worked well with a system with a few hundred kilobytes of storage
and perhaps a hundred files, but as the systems grew into megabytes and thousands of files, the performance
degraded rapidly. HFS replaced the flat table structure with the Catalog File which uses a B-tree structure that
could be searched very quickly regardless of size. HFS also re-designed various structures to be able to hold
larger numbers, bit integers being replaced by bit almost universally. Oddly, one of the few places this
"upsizing" did not take place was the file directory itself, which limits HFS to a total of 65, files on each
logical disk. While HFS is a proprietary file system format, it is well-documented; there are usually solutions
available to access HFS-formatted disks from most modern operating systems. The introduction of HFS was
the first advancement by Apple to leave a Macintosh computer model behind: In macOS Sierra January Learn
how and when to remove this template message A storage volume is inherently divided into logical blocks of
bytes. The Hierarchical File System groups these logical blocks into allocation blocks, which can contain one
or more logical blocks, depending on the total size of the volume. HFS uses a bit value to address allocation
blocks, limiting the number of allocation blocks to 65, Five structures make up an HFS volume: Logical
blocks 0 and 1 of the volume are the Boot Blocks , which contain system startup information. For example, the
names of the System and Shell usually the Finder files which are loaded at startup. This is intended mainly for
use by disk utilities and is only updated when either the Catalog File or Extents Overflow File grow in size.
Logical block 3 is the starting block of the Volume Bitmap, which keeps track of which allocation blocks are
in use and which are free. Each allocation block on the volume is represented by a bit in the map: Since the
Volume Bitmap must have a bit to represent each allocation block, its size is determined by the size of the
volume itself. The Extent Overflow File is a B-tree that contains extra extents that record which allocation
blocks are allocated to which files, once the initial three extents in the Catalog File are used up. Later versions
also added the ability for the Extent Overflow File to store extents that record bad blocks, to prevent the file
system from trying to allocate a bad block to a file. The Catalog File is another B-tree that contains records for
all the files and directories stored in the volume. It stores four types of records. The File Record also stores
two 16 byte fields that are used by the Finder to store attributes about the file including things like its creator
code , type code , the window the file should appear in and its location within the window. A Directory
Record which stores data like the number of files stored within the directory, the CNID of the directory, three
timestamps when the directory was created, last modified, last backed up. This section needs additional
citations for verification. Please help improve this article by adding citations to reliable sources. January Learn
how and when to remove this template message The Catalog File, which stores all the file and directory
records in a single data structure, results in performance problems when the system allows multitasking , as
only one program can write to this structure at a time, meaning that many programs may be waiting in queue
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due to one program "hogging" the system. Thus, any given volume, no matter its size, could only store a
maximum of 65, files. Moreover, any file would be allocated more space than it actually needed, up to the
allocation block size. When disks were small, this was of little consequence, because the individual allocation
block size was trivial, but as disks started to approach the 1 GB mark, the smallest amount of space that any
file could occupy a single allocation block became excessively large, wasting significant amounts of disk
space. This situation was less of a problem for users having large files such as pictures, databases or audio
because these larger files wasted less space as a percentage of their file size. Users with many small files, on
the other hand, could lose a copious amount of space due to large allocation block size. This made partitioning
disks into smaller logical volumes very appealing for Mac users, because small documents stored on a smaller
volume would take up much less space than if they resided on a large partition. The same problem existed in
the FAT16 file system. HFS saves the case of a file that is created or renamed but is case-insensitive in
operation.
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Hierarchical storage management Save Hierarchical storage management HSM is a data storage technique that
automatically moves data between high-cost and low-cost storage media. HSM systems exist because
high-speed storage devices, such as solid state drive arrays, are more expensive per byte stored than slower
devices, such as hard disk drives , optical discs and magnetic tape drives. While it would be ideal to have all
data available on high-speed devices all the time, this is prohibitively expensive for many organizations. In
effect, HSM turns the fast disk drives into caches for the slower mass storage devices. The HSM system
monitors the way data is used and makes best guesses as to which data can safely be moved to slower devices
and which data should stay on the fast devices. HSM may also be used where more robust storage is available
for long-term archiving, but this is slow to access. This may be as simple as an off-site backup , for protection
against a building fire. HSM is a long-established concept, dating back to the beginnings of commercial data
processing. The techniques used though have changed significantly as new technology becomes available, for
both storage and for long-distance communication of large data sets. Despite this, many of the underlying
concepts keep returning to favour years later, although at much larger or faster scales. If a user does reuse a
file which is on tape, it is automatically moved back to disk storage. The advantage is that the total amount of
stored data can be much larger than the capacity of the disk storage available, but since only rarely used files
are on tape, most users will usually not notice any slowdown. HSM is sometimes referred to as tiered storage.
The user would not need to know where the data was stored and how to get it back; the computer would
retrieve the data automatically. The only difference to the user was the speed at which data was returned. The
newest development in HSM is with hard disk drives and flash memory , with flash memory being over 30
times faster than disks, but disks being considerably cheaper. Conceptually, HSM is analogous to the cache
found in most computer CPUs , where small amounts of expensive SRAM memory running at very high
speeds is used to store frequently used data, but the least recently used data is evicted to the slower but much
larger main DRAM memory when new data has to be loaded. The deletion of files from a higher level of the
hierarchy e. Automated tape robots can silo large quantities of data efficiently with low power consumption.
Some HSM software products allow the user to place portions of data files on high-speed disk cache and the
rest on tape. This is used in applications that stream video over the internetâ€”the initial portion of a video is
delivered immediately from disk while a robot finds, mounts and streams the rest of the file to the end user.
Such a system greatly reduces disk cost for large content provision systems. Tiered storage Tiered storage is a
data storage environment consisting of two or more kinds of storage delineated by differences in at least one
of these four attributes: Old technology disk and new technology disk: High performing disk storage and less
expensive, slower disk of the same capacity and function: Identical enterprise class disk configured to utilize
different functions such as RAID level or replication: Storage Tiers are not delineated by differences in
vendor, architecture, or geometry except where those differences result in clear changes to price, performance,
capacity and function.
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storage device technology, has made the study of generalized storage hierarchies an important area of research.
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